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sUmmaRy and GeneRal discUssion

The role of renal sympathetic denervation (RDN) in the treatment of hypertension and 
other cardiovascular disease is still a topic under debate, as described in chapter 1 of 
this thesis. The current scope of RDN is narrow since in the current ESC/ESH guidelines 
on the Management of Arterial Hypertension (1), RDN is only considered as an option to 
treat hypertension in the context of clinical studies. However, recently sham-controlled 
randomized trials provided evidence supporting the proof-of-concept with promising data 
regarding the efficacy and safety of RDN in lowering blood pressure in selected patients (2). 
Moreover, within the research field of RDN several patient and procedural related aspects 
have been addressed and significantly improved. Electrical renal nerve stimulation (RNS) 
has been developed in order to map the renal artery and localize sympathetic nerve tissue 
for subsequent ablation, and RNS may potentially serve as a functional denervation 
endpoint. However, the added value of RNS during RDN is only demonstrated in small 
populations with short-term follow-up (3,4), and the underlying mechanism of both RDN 
and RNS are not yet completely understood. The current thesis described in chapter 2 
the RNS-induced changes in arterial pressure wave forms, in order to further explore the 
acute underlying mechanisms of RNS-induced cardiovascular effects during RDN. RNS 
induced temporary changes in augmentation index, pulse pressure, time to maximum 
systolic pressure and time to reflected wave. Furthermore, in chapter 3 it is demonstrated 
that RNS induced alterations in heart rate variability reflecting increased sympathetic 
activity, whereas after RDN the RNS-induced changes suggested a lower sympathetic 
and higher parasympathetic activity. Part II of this thesis described the blood pressure 
lowering effects of RDN. In chapter 4, the results of the RNS-trial showed that the use of 
RNS during RDN leads to clinically significant and sustained lowering of 24-hour blood 
pressure with fewer antihypertensive drugs at medium-term follow-up and moreover, that 
RNS can check the completeness of the RDN procedure. The study in chapter 5 assessed 
that the amount of vascular calcification is not related with the blood pressure response 
to RDN in patients with resistant hypertension. The last part III of this thesis discusses the 
future perspectives of RDN. The review in chapter 6 concludes that RDN still has a place 
in the management of hypertension and potentially in other cardiovascular diseases. The 
randomized-controlled ASAF-study, of which the design is presented in chapter 7, will 
hopefully illuminate if patients with atrial fibrillation and signs of sympathetic overdrive 
who are treated by RDN on top of pulmonary vein isolation have less atrial fibrillation 
recurrence compared to patients treated by pulmonary vein isolation alone. The current 
chapter provides a general discussion of the main findings of this thesis.
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Understanding the underlying pathophysiological mechanism

We will provide some contemplations on the potential underlying pathophysiological 
mechanism of RDN and RNS, based on the current scientific knowledge and the articles 
incorporated in this thesis. Our studies clearly demonstrated that RNS induces marked 
increases in blood pressure, whereas heart rate remained stable. Mean arterial pressure 
is the product of stroke volume, heart rate, and systemic vascular resistance. A longer left 
ventricular ejection period with or without an increase in left ventricular ejection fraction 
could lead to a RNS-induced blood pressure increase. However, the magnitude of the 
blood pressure rise could not be only explained by changes in stroke volume. So, since 
heart rate remained stable, changes in systemic vascular resistance should have occurred. 
It is conceivable that, at least part of, the described RNS-induced blood pressure changes 
are based on norepinephrine release caused by an enhanced central sympathetic tone 
through an afferent mechanism. It is conceivable that this latter is caused by an afferent 
mechanism because the blood pressure increase begins several seconds after the initiation 
of RNS and lasts for up to ten minutes. The followed rise in central sympathetic tone leads 
subsequently to the increase in systemic vascular resistance, conceivably in combination 
with renal vasoconstriction. Activation via the efferent renal neuronal pathways would take 
more time to increase blood pressure, and studies have shown that creatinine clearance 
and renin activity were not affected by RDN. Thus, during RNS potentially a general rise in 
systemic vascular resistance and a general vasoconstriction is taking place.
Although heart rate remained stable during RNS, our study on heart rate variability, as 
described in chapter 3, and the initial RNS feasibility study (3) have shown that RNS 
induces slight oscillations in sinus cycle length. Before RDN, RNS induced changes in heart 
rate variability suggesting alterations in the autonomic balance resulting in an increased 
sympathetic tone. Moreover, the RNS-induced changes in heart rate variability reflected a 
lower sympathetic tone and higher parasympathetic tone after RDN. These changes were 
1.5 times greater in patients off-beta-blockade, and no longer significant in patients on-
beta-blockade, and in a small group of patients with diabetes mellitus. Modulation of heart 
rate through the sympathetic nervous system are slow, and a time delay is observed after 
the initiation to the subsequent changes in heart rate. On the other hand, vagally elicited 
changes in heart rate are relatively fast (5,6). We suggest that the mild heart rate changes 
are due to the increased central sympathetic tone, as described above, but are also caused 
by the baroreflex mediated response to blood pressure changes. Moreover, our study on 
heart rate variability demonstrated that after RDN not only decreased sympathetic tone 
was observed, but also an increased parasympathetic outflow. Potentially, the effects of 
RDN on blood pressure are caused by an afferent effect via the central nervous system and 
an efferent route directly to the kidneys. In figure 1 the potential underlying mechanism of 
the RNS-induced effects are visually presented.
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Effects of RDN on the crosstalk between the central autonomic nervous system and the 
renal nerves have also been demonstrated in previous studies. In our editorial on the 
study of Tsai et al., we discussed our view in the light of the current insights regarding 
this mechanism. The authors of the latter study showed in a canine model that the nerves 
of parts of the central nervous system (stellate ganglion and medulla) were destroyed 
after RDN. Apart from the provided histopathological evidence, functional measurements 
showed that the central nervous system activity was decreased as well as the atrial 
tachyarrhythmia burden (7,8). So, incremental experimental and clinical evidence is 
becoming available regarding the underlying pathophysiological mechanism of RDN 
and effects of this treatment modality on cardiovascular parameters. However, the exact 
mechanism of the RDN induced cardiovascular and neural effects is not fully delineated 
yet.

figure 1 - A schematic overview of the potential underlying mechanism of the RNS-induced effects on 
cardiovascular parameters. (RNS: renal nerve stimulation).
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Clinical and procedural implications of RNS and RDN

Part II of this thesis described the results of our research regarding the added value of 
RNS during RDN in lowering blood pressure and providing further insights into the clinical 
response to RDN at follow-up. Of note, response to RDN in previous studies has been 
variable, ranging from non-response, marginal response to tremendous blood pressure 
reductions. There is a scarcity of data regarding identification of (hyper-)responders 
and non-responders. It is important to clearly define predictors of successful RDN with 
a powerful functional procedural endpoint and explore the best energy source to ensure 
complete denervation in order to overcome the unpredictability and variability in 
outcomes of RDN and to pave the way for RDN as a potentially potent treatment modality 
in hypertension management. Therefore, technical, procedure, and patient related factors 
need to be further explored in order to improve outcome of RDN. The variable blood 
pressure lowering response at follow-up clearly highlighted the strong need for improved 
patient selection and periprocedural refinements for RDN including a functional check to 
find the right denervation points and a procedural endpoint. RNS in the setting of RDN 
has been developed and extensively studied at the Isala Heart Centre in Zwolle, The 
Netherlands. Of note, our prior research demonstrated that blood pressure response to 
RNS is associated with clinical outcome and was supportive of the idea that RNS provides 
important information to further optimize RDN procedures (3,4). The results of the RNS-
trial are described in chapter 4. The RNS-trial was the first, prospective, clinical study 
demonstrating the beneficial effects of RNS during RDN on 24-hour blood pressure reduction 
in 44 pharmacologically treatment-resistant hypertensive patients. We showed that the 
use of RNS during RDN resulted in a mean reduction of 12 mmHg at 24-hour systolic blood 
pressure measurement at a medium-term follow-up with one antihypertensive drug less. 
This reported reduction is much greater compared to the 7 mmHg blood pressure decline 
published in the recent SPYRAL HTN studies (2,9). It is crucial to note that an important 
limitation of our RNS-trial was the non-sham controlled design. However, the RNS study 
provided important data regarding the potential of RNS serving as potential procedural 
endpoint for the RDN procedure. We showed that patients with complete denervation, 
i.e. no residual RNS-induced BP response after RDN had significant lower blood pressure 
compared to the patients with incomplete denervation. Moreover, nearly all patients (83%) 
with complete denervation reached normal blood pressure levels at follow-up, whereas 
a significant proportion of patients (67%) with a residual BP response to RNS after RDN 
remained hypertensive at follow up. This study provided evidence supporting the use 
of RNS as functional (intermediate) endpoint for RDN. Another important limitation of 
our RNS study is the lack of monitoring drug adherence in the study patient population, 
since non-adherence is a large issue in the hypertensive population (10,11) since we 
know that previous non-sham controlled RDN studies were significantly influenced by the 
Hawthorne effect (12). Important strength of the RNS study, however, is that the reported 
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blood pressure changes were based on reliable 24-hour blood pressure measurements. 
And, up to now no other potential procedural endpoints are available. Based on these 
results, we conclude that a small step forward has been made in the research regarding 
RNS as potential procedural endpoint for the RDN procedure.
The studies of this thesis included treatment-resistant hypertensive patients, whereas 
the most recent positive SPYRAL HTN trials specifically included non-treatment resistant 
hypertension patients (13). It is known that particularly treatment-resistant hypertensive 
patients have increased vascular calcification, and one of the potential explanations 
for the previous neutral RDN studies was the inclusion of a patient population with 
substantial vascular stiffness due to advanced vascular calcification that is considered 
to be difficult to reverse. In chapter 5, we therefore hypothesized that patients with 
hypertension and advanced vascular calcification, would be marginal or non-responders 
to RDN due to vascular stiffness as the main driver of the uncontrolled hypertension rather 
than enhanced sympathetic tone. Moreover, advanced vascular calcification may cause 
inadequate contact between the catheter and the renal nerves, subsequently leading to 
incomplete RDN. However, in our small retrospective study of 26 patients who were divided 
into three groups based on a non-validated renal perivascular calcium score, the extent of 
aortic-renal vascular calcification, was not associated with blood pressure response at six 
months follow-up after RDN. A major limitation of the study was the limited number of 
patients, retrospective design and the non-validated renovascular calcium score. These 
limitations may have led to our negative results on our hypothesis. However, it also 
possible that the patients with a low calcium score had an incomplete RDN procedure due 
inadequate catheter contact with the renal nerves caused by noncalcified atherosclerotic 
plaques. So, many factors may have potentially influenced our results. Nevertheless, 
we conclude that the amount of vascular calcification should not on forehand decide 
if patients should be excluded from RDN. A recent analysis of high-risk subgroups in 
the Global prospective registry for RDN were in line with our results indicating that the 
decrease in blood pressure reduction after RDN was not different in patients with several 
baseline atherosclerosis cardiovascular disease risk scores and high-risk co-morbidities, 
such as diabetes mellitus (14).
As described in the introduction of this thesis (chapter 1), denervation catheters have 
been improved and new techniques have been developed. Currently, the catheters have 
multiple electrodes with a geometrical orientation, and a more circumferential ablation 
of the renal artery is obtained without extensive catheter manipulation compared to the 
first generation single-electrode RDN catheters. However, it is still unknown if the current 
generation of catheters make adequate wall contact and lesions of sufficient depth to 
achieve a complete denervation. Alternative energy sources for ablation, i.e. ultrasound, 
chemical or cryo-balloon, are potentially promising, however compared to radiofrequency 
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energy-based denervation these techniques are far less advanced and have probably a 
long way of improvements ahead before it can be implemented in daily practice.
In chapter 2 till 5 of this thesis, we provided evidence supporting the added value of RNS 
during RDN in treating resistant hypertension patients. However, it is important to note 
that our studies were small sized, non-randomized, and non-sham controlled. So, before 
the widespread use of RNS during RDN in this group of patients in which the current 
available pharmacological options are not sufficient in reaching blood pressure treatment 
goals, larger sham-controlled studies are needed. Since RDN is only available in the 
context of clinical studies and randomized trials, it is interesting and important to identify 
the most ideal subset of patients who might benefit most from RDN induced improved 
blood pressure control and reduced cardiovascular risk on the long term. Solid data on the 
RDN induced long-term cardiovascular risk reduction are not available yet.

fUtURe peRspectives

The final part III of this thesis describes the potential future perspectives of RDN in 
treating cardiovascular disease. Our studies provided insight into the underlying 
pathophysiological mechanisms of both RNS and RDN, however further research is 
necessary to improve outcomes after RDN. In line with the arterial wave form analysis, it 
would be interesting to evaluate the exact invasively measured changes in stroke volume, 
systemic vascular resistance and left ventricular ejection fraction. Besides that, we have 
only presented the acute RNS-induced changes in heart rate variability. Since decreased 
heart rate variability is a known predictor of all-cause mortality it would be interesting 
to investigate the long-term effects of the use of RNS during RDN and its effect on heart 
rate variability. As mentioned before, our studies have brought us a small step forward 
to RNS as a potential endpoint for RDN. However, further research is needed to randomly 
compare RDN with RNS to a sham-control group in a larger study population.
Our contemplations on the question if RDN is still a treatment option in cardiovascular 
disease have been summarized in the review in chapter 6; the most important RDN 
studies on hypertension are described, recent insights into the procedural aspects are 
discussed, and the potential applications of RDN in other cardiovascular disease than 
hypertension are highlighted. We conclude and expect that RDN will have a role in the 
management of hypertension in the future, since its blood pressure lowering effects have 
been demonstrated well. However, further research is needed to identify: 1. the ideal 
hypertensive patient who will benefit from RDN considering blood pressure reduction at 
follow-up but also considering the impact on cardiovascular risk reduction; 2. the perfect 
catheter to achieve complete circumferential denervation with lesions from adequate 
depth; and 3. a technique to define the completeness of the procedure, which potentially 
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could be RNS. Possibly RDN will also have a role in the treatment of other cardiovascular 
diseases beyond hypertension. Experimental evidence is supporting the role of RDN in 
treating arrhythmias and heart failure, however clinical evidence is scarce and further 
research is needed. The recent published ERADICATE-AF study has shown that among 
patients with atrial fibrillation and hypertension, RDN on top of catheter ablation leads to 
significantly decreased atrial fibrillation recurrence compared to catheter ablation alone 
(15). This study leaves the question if the freedom of atrial fibrillation is due to improved 
blood pressure control or due to the potential anti-arrhythmic effects of RDN. The last 
chapter 7 is the beginning of the currently ongoing international multi-centre ASAF-trial in 
which patients with atrial fibrillation and hypertension and signs of sympathetic overdrive 
are randomized to pulmonary vein isolation with or without RDN. We hope that this study 
will provide solid data regarding the role of RDN as a meaningful adjunctive therapy to 
pulmonary vein isolation in the treatment of patients with sympathetically driven atrial 
fibrillation.
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conclUsion

In conclusion, the RNS-induced changes in arterial hemodynamics and heart rate 
variability have given us more insight into the potential underlying mechanisms of both 
RDN and RNS, as summarized in figure 2. The RNS-trial demonstrated the clinical utility of 
the use of RNS during RDN, its association with blood pressure during follow-up, and its 
potential to check the completeness of the denervation procedure. Our study on the extent 
of renovascular calcification have underlined our view that several pathophysiological 
mechanisms are responsible for the maintenance of hypertension and furthermore in the 
blood pressure response to RDN. It is conceivable that in the future RDN with the use of 
RNS still has a place in hypertension management, and possibly in other cardiovascular 
diseases. However, large randomized sham-controlled trials are needed to further define 
the role of RNS during RDN, improve the RDN technique and catheters, and investigate 
clinical indications for RDN beyond hypertension. Furthermore, RNS and RDN could still 
be improved by enhancing the knowledge of the underlying physiological mechanisms. 
Of note, after a long way of improvements, we have potentially seen the first signs on 
the horizon of the resurrection of RDN in treating hypertension and probably other 
cardiovascular disease characterized by sympathetic overdrive (figure 2).

figure 2- A schematic overview of the conclusions of this thesis.
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